The producers of Project Runway present...

Threads

A major cable network, Full Picture, and MysticArt Pictures are currently seeking aspiring teen/tween designers!

Do you know a young designer dreaming of making her own mark in one of today’s hottest fields: FASHION?

In this competition series, female designers team up with an adult relative and sketch, stitch, and sew their way to a spot in the presentation showdown.

Once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for exposure and to be discovered as a designer

Win a scholarship to a major fashion design school, an internship with a top fashion designer, and cash prizes!

CURRENTLY AUDITIONING
Designers ages 10 - 16
Adult relative|21 and over|Mom, Dad, Aunt, Grandmother, Family Friend|Sewing & Embellishment Experience

Must be able to sew, sketch and know basic patterns
Must be available to shoot in early February

LOS ANGELES AREA
No formal design schooling necessary
Compensation provided to those selected for the show

To nominate someone, email us at threadscasting@gmail.com with designer’s name, number, a portfolio and/or sample of work, and describe what sets them apart as an up-and-coming designer.

Online application required
www.mysticartpictures.com

Questions?
Call MysticArt Pictures at 818.563.4131.